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TEAMPAR MOVING TO NEW OFFICE IN FLANDERS  
AS IT CELEBRATES 25 YEARS IN BUSINESS 

25th Anniversary and Larger Office Space on Tap for TeamPAR this Summer 

 
MORRISTOWN, N.J. – After 25 years in business, TeamPAR: PARflooring & PARsolutions continues to 
evolve and grow. As a direct result of the company’s success, TeamPAR will be moving to a new, larger 
office building in Flanders in the coming weeks. TeamPAR President Karen Rossilli-Kiefer purchased the 
building earlier this year and has been working toward a full renovation of the space.  
 
The new office – located at 354 Route 206, Suite 2A, Flanders, NJ 07836 – features a library that is triple 
the size of the company’s current one, promising to better serve the needs of TeamPAR’s clientele. The 
larger space will also allow Rossilli-Kiefer and her team to showcase many of the products they specify 
daily.  
 
While the floor of the office will, of course, be one of the most impressive design elements in the space, 
the walls and ceilings will be pretty remarkable too, including the installation of floor-to-ceiling 
whiteboards that will allow for collaborative thought, project management and bid management to 
occur in a team-friendly way.  
 
Although the company’s address is changing, the phone number – 973-292-0089 – remains the same. 
Employees will be receiving direct lines for the first time, however, and those will be announced soon.  
 
The move comes just as TeamPAR is celebrating its 25th anniversary. What started as a mother-daughter 
team in 1992  – as a shop-at-home flooring service called PAR Corporation – has grown into a dedicated 
group of free-thinking design experts and client advocates. The foundation of TeamPAR’s continued 
success is this energetic and eclectic group of professionals, united by shared philanthropic values and a 
passion for the success of every client.  
 
In 2000, TeamPAR started its annual toy drive to benefit Jersey Battered Women’s Services, and it has 
raised tens of thousands of dollars and collected countless toys each year since then.  
 
Since taking over as President following the retirement of her mother, Pat Rossilli, in 2012, Rossilli-Kiefer 
has won numerous awards for her business savvy and commitment to the community. Also in 2012, 
Rossilli-Kiefer was selected to join the Women Presidents Organization, Morris County Chapter.  
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